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“[An] entrancing memoir … a mindful examination of the heart and soul, and its interconnection with the divine, 
nature, and mystery.” –  BookLife Reviews by Publishers Weekly, Editor’s Pick

“A heartfelt, spirituality-tinged rumination on love and healing.”  – Kirkus Reviews
 

“Few writers have such keen self-awareness as Faire.” – Independent Book Review

After the fairy tale of Happily Ever After ends in heartbreak, what then? From 
award-winning author River Faire comes an inspiring account of second 
chances, healing, inexplicable magic, and following the soul’s compass. 

River, an alternative healer and Paris-trained chef—a decidedly reluctant 
mystic—returns to England from America to help his ex-partner, back from 
the brink of death. Stepping into a London life he left behind, haunted by 
ghosts, he finds himself on an unanticipated journey of the heart. When 
the two men relocate to the English countryside, he discovers more than a 
charming pastoral landscape, he unexpectedly glimpses the fabric of life itself.

With disarming honesty and a searching, lyrical voice, Where Two Worlds 
Touch is a transcendent narrative about navigating the intricacies of the 
human heart, no matter whom we love. An invitation to say yes to uncertainty 
and vulnerability, to trust the unknowable mystery, while seeking the place 
we belong and what is uniquely ours to bring. A genre-defying memoir—one 
part love story, one part celebration of the table, one part ode to nature, and 
one part soul guide—woven as an indelible offering that lingers long past the 
final page. 

Where Two Worlds Touch
An Outsider’s Memoir in England

Reviews in trade publications; direct mail to independent bookstores (USA 
& UK); paid promotions to retailers and libraries; ARC for reviews via 
BookSirens, BookBub, Goodreads, etc.; ARC to Lambda Literary, G&LR, 
and LGBQ+ book clubs (USA & UK); award submission to IBPA, Foreword 
INDIES, Independent Publisher Awards, Stonewall Awards, etc.; social 
media, author’s podcast & guest podcast appearances; author events & 
targeted publicity (West Coast and UK); and more.
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River Faire is an author, a body-centered therapist, 
and a Paris-trained chef-turned-holistic-wellness 
coach. Formerly known as L.R. Heartsong, his 
writing has won two Nautilus Book Awards; one for 
Personal Transformation & Self-Help (2019), and 
one for Memoir & Personal Journey (2023). Discover 
his various offerings (books, podcast, literary blog, 
coaching, and more) at RiverFaire.com
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